
Film and Theology                                                                 Elizabeth Sigmon 

 

Theological Conversation with "Fiddler on the Roof" 

 
Central Theological Conversation:  What is the role of tradition in society, for individuals, in church? 

Audience:  High school or Young Adult class 

 

Amount of film to be used:  Clips from Chapter 1(Tradition):000-7:00; Chapter 13(The 

Pledge/Tradition):65:26-74:16; Chapter 21(Dances with Women…): 104:16-106:43; Chapter 25 (Perchik 

proposes):117:27-123:26; Chapter 30 (Chava elopes): 142:05-145:50, 148:30-150.0, 152:59-155:00. 

(The first clip defines Tevye's understanding of his function in his family, community.  Although the film to 

be discussed will be known ahead of time, no request for audience viewing before the discussion is made.  

The beginning questions will be based on the first clip.) 

 

When film used: First clip after introductory questions; then have discussion of these questions.  After 

this discussion begin viewing other clips which represent challenges to this stated role of the "Papa". 

 

Goal of film conversation:  1. To discuss what/who defines traditions; 

         2.  how they function and         

                     3.  what are the real and perceived consequences when they are broken.  

Initial/Pre-viewing questions:  1. Look to see what the image of the fiddler on the roof means to Tevye? 

     (Discuss quote: "in the village, you might say, everyone of us is a  

     fiddler on the roof trying to scratch out a pleasant simple tune without  

     breaking our neck.") 

              2. What role does tradition play in this metaphor? 

After initial questions discussed add discussion of Tevye quote: "Tradition is how a man knows who he is 

and what God expects him to do." 

 1.  Do we view traditions in the same manner…within family, within church community? 

Show clip about Tzeitel/Motel and Tevye's response, then follow with questions: 

1.  What is Tevye's first response? 

2. What aspects of tradition does he want to uphold? 

3  What does he say about challenges? 

4.  What is the final outcome and why? 

 

Show clip from Chapter 21; Is this an easier tradition to break?  Why? Why not?  

Show clip about Hodel/Perchik with same questionsl; ask for similarities/contrasts to first reaction. 

Show clip about Chava/Fyedka with same questions as other daughters; ask for similarities/contrasts.  

After discussion above add in discussion with Lesslie Newbigin "The Gospel in a Pluralistic Society": 

"When we are received into the Christian community, whether by baptism as infants or by conversion as 

adults, we enter into a tradition which claims authority.  It is embodied in the Holy Scriptures and in the 

continuous history of the interpretation of these Scriptures as they have been translated into 1500 

languages and lived out under myriad different circumstances in different ages and places.  This tradition 



carries forward certain ways of looking at things, certain models for interpreting experience……It 

concerns questions about the ultimate meaning and purpose of things and human life." Pg.49 

Questions: 

1.  Could the later part of the Newbigin quote be used as a general definition of tradition? 

2.  Newbigin claims that baptism  enters a Christian into a tradition which claims authority.  What type of       

authority is he speaking of?   

3.  Do all traditions claim authority for their communities?   

4. What happens when the authority for the tradition is not known or understood?  When our experience 

challenges tradition? 

5.  How do we deal with different traditions within the Christian community?  With traditions which fall 

outside the Christian community?  

6. Is Tevye concept of tradition consistent with Newbigin's ? 

 

Would conclude with a generalized discussion of the value of tradition in a culture which currently 

challenges that concept. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


